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Rawlings Renews Equipment Contract with CollClubSports  

 

Pittsburgh, PA - CollClubSports is excited to announce that they have 

renewed their contract with Rawlings Sporting Goods, extending their 

designation as “The Official Protective Equipment Sponsor of 

CollClubSports” through the 2022 season! 

As a long time partner, CollClubSports is thrilled to inform teams that in 

addition to those in DI, DII teams in the NCBA will now be able to take 

advantage of complementary equipment each year through their membership (1 set of catchers gear 

OR 8 batting helmets)! In addition, Rawlings will retain their sponsorship of the DI and DII All 

Americans along with the naming rights for the NCSA & NCBA Free Agent Teams at the Spring 

Training Showcase. 

“We’re extremely excited to have Rawlings Sporting Goods back on board and 

service our teams with their equipment needs, as this renewal will continue the 

decade long relationship we’ve already had together,” said CollClubSports 

Marketing Manager, Eric Curitore. “Our teams will have the opportunity to take 

advantage of all their high quality equipment needs at exclusive pricing. With 

Rawlings having a large variety of products to 

offer, our club teams should be very excited!” 

Adam Henke, Team Sales Representative at Rawlings Sporting 

Goods, echoes Mr. Curitore’s excitement: “Rawlings is excited to 

have extended this deal with CollClubSports.  The NCBA and NCSA 

are growing entities within the realm of collegiate sports and we are 

proud to be a part of that.  Having played in the NCBA before, this is 

even more special to me personally and I’m looking forward to a 

continued partnership moving forward.” 

Participating teams will be sent a survey link by the NCBA for them to 

choose which option they would like this summer. 

Questions? Looking to purchase any additional Rawlings gear? 

Please contact Paul Williams, Rawlings Sponsor Account Manager 

for exclusive NCBA/NCSA pricing! He can be reached by phone at 

412-321-8440 x 111 or by email at 

Paul.Williams@CollClubSports.com.  
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